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As shown, Greco-Roman sexual morality was mostly really different from Jewish and Christian ways of thought. In which way and scale did these two worlds conflict? Jews formed the majority in Jerusalem but the minority in Diaspora. Sexual morality is undergoing nothing less than a revolution as traditional morality gives way to something radically different. The former morality, based on the Christian scriptures, is being shoved aside by a new one that not only departs from the Bible, but outright rejects it. Meanwhile, Christians who abide by those traditional sexual morals are increasingly seen as outcasts, backward people dangerously hung up on ancient, oppressive principles. It is all very disconcerting.

Sponsor. Show Your Support. Sexual morality nowadays combines a tolerant mentality towards pornography and a claim for prudence in the daily relationship between the sexes. This schizophrenic moral situation gives a special meaning to sexual violence, which can be seen as a realisation of pornographic humiliation and as a rude offending of the norm of equality in modern relationships. The contemporary sexual mentality is characterised by the erosion of this romantic ideal: “In the current era.”